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Journalism The young singer came to a
has its special River’s End birthday party
rewards
By Janice R. Edwards
The Bulletin

How the Houston Post
covered the ‘85 Mexico
earthquake

By Ernie Williamson
The Bulletin

Long hours. Modest pay. Weekend, holiday and night shifts. Nasty
letters from consumers. Daily deadline pressure.
Who would take a newspaper
job? Better yet, who would do it for
almost 50 years?
I did. And I have no regrets.

The San Bernard River has long been the stuff of
legend – pirate’s gold, fiddling ghosts, international
intrigue and fish tales.

Memories are made of this

The river’s promise of speckled trout, tarpon, shrimp,
golden croaker and tailing redfish lured a hearty group of
adventurers to the end of the river and gave rise to her
fish camps.
The history of this area is only passed down from
those who lived the salt life. Come take a walk back in
time with me across a hand-operated swing bridge down
a long, winding dirt road shaped by cattle hoof prints to
the end of the river.
A young Willie Nelson (L) wishes Donise Howard
(Continued on Page 2) (a.k.a. Granny) a happy birthday.

The View from My Seat

By John Toth
The Bulletin

It was a great feeling. I stood on
the steps of my high school on a
scorching May day and didn’t have
a care in the world. The endless
summer had begun.
It was a feeling of total freedom
as I returned to the green world.
Then fall approached, and I had to
stop being in denial.
I never could get too excited
about leaving the summer life to

resume real responsibilities like
studying, homework, making good
grades (or good enough.) And the
endless summer kept winding down.
Then the day arrived when I had
to leave the green world and return
by bus to the big city and register for
classes.
We all waited silently at the bus
stop. The bus was supposed to turn
at the corner as it made its way to
the stop, which was at a small hotel
surrounded by pine trees in a small
town. We had our tickets, our lug-

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 11)
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I have questions
about apples

Bulletin’s back
to school special
pages inside

By Edward A. Forbes
The Bulletin

(Continued on Page 5)

My endless summer
came to an end

Ramblings

In recent columns, I have shared
some bonehead things I have been
part of during my career. In fairness,
it’s time for a success story.
I tell it not to brag - well, maybe a
little - but to give insight into the daily
challenges a newspaper editor faces
and to illustrate why newspapering was so rewarding, despite the
drawbacks.
Like every day as managing editor
at The Houston Post, I walked into
the office on Sept. 19, 1985, not
knowing what that day’s news would
bring.
One thing I did know: The board
of directors of our parent company,

I was watching the news recently,
and they had a short blurb about
apples. The new conventional
wisdom is that apples have millions
of bacteria on them. “Some” are beneficial. The bacteria that’s not among
the “some” are disturbing to me.
Should I wash or not wash the

Summer fun
replaced by the
real world

SEE PAGEs 6-7
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Latest news
from the county
library system

SEE PAGE 9
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When a River’s End honky-tonk partied with Willie Nelson
(Continued from Page 1)

That magical place created by
angler and fish, where fish camps
of the 40s and 50s gave way to
commercial fishing and honky-tonks
of the 70s.
Hurricane Carla (Sept. 1, 1961)
changed the landscape of the fish
camps. Bait camps gave way to
individually owned weekender
cabins. The fish and shrimp pro-

cessing houses came in the 70s.
Laird’s Camp and Upton’s Camp
closed when selling beer became
more profitable than selling bait
- the era of beer joints had arrived.
Barbara Shindler remembers.
“River’s End was the best-kept
secret in the state of Texas until the
beer joints came – no one wanted
to tell where their fishing hole was,”
she recalled.

WHAT THE HECK MAKES YOU THINK I NEED REHAB!?:
An 18-year-old woman, who was being driven to a court-ordered, drug
and alcohol rehabilitation center in Florida, jumped out of the car and
stole a pick-up truck. When a sheriff’s deputy spotted her and gave
chase, she crashed the truck into a utility pole. She then tried to flee on
foot to no avail.
NOOOOOOO!: A man, who wanted to get away from his wife,
robbed a bank in Kansas City, expecting to be sent to jail. He was sentenced to six months of home confinement.
UH, MA’AM, ARE THOSE CRUMBS ON YOUR CHIN?: A
woman got a cake at the bakery section of a Walmart in Wichita Falls,
Texas, then ate half of it as she walked through the aisles. When she got
to the checkout, she tried to pay for only the half of it that she had not
eaten. Police were summoned. She has been banned from the store.
YEAH, I’M DRUNK, WHADDAYA YOU GONNA DO ABOUT
IT!?: An Avon, N.Y., man, who was required not to drink alcohol as a
condition of his probation, got drunk and called the police emergency
line. A deputy went to his house and arrested him.
OH, AS LONG AS YOU HAD A GOOD REASON: A man was
released after four months in the jail at Land O’ Lakes, Fla., and immediately went out into a restricted area of the parking lot, and tried to steal a
car, attempting to enter 26 vehicles, all of which were locked. He told the
cops who confronted him that he needed transportation.
THE ONE FLAW IN HIS PLAN: A man robbed a bank in Perth,
Australia, at 3:35 in the afternoon, and fled in his getaway car, but was
caught by police when he got stuck in rush-hour traffic.
DID I DO GOOD, MOMMY? A two-year-old girl in San Diego
pressed the “Buy Now With 1-Click” button on the cellphone her mother
had been browsing with, and ordered a $430 couch. By the time mom
found out about it and tried to cancel the order, the couch was delivered
right to her doorstep.
WHAT!? ME!? PAY!? I DON’T THINK SO! A 42-year-old woman
had three vodkas and a pepperoni pizza at the Manatee Island Bar and
Grill in Port Salerno, Fla., and then said she had no money for the bill.
Officers were waiting when she came out of the ladies’ room, which she
had entered too late to relieve herself properly. She told them, “I just
don’t feel like I should have to pay for it, ya’ know?” The cops begged to
differ and charged her with defrauding an innkeeper.
OH, SORRY, I THOUGHT I WAS AT WORK: A man crashed his
demolition derby car into another vehicle in Springwater, N.Y. Alas, this
did not occur at a demolition derby event, but outside the man’s home.
SO, JUST HOW DID YOU GET HERE, SIR? A man drove to a
police station in New Jersey to pick up a woman who had been arrested
for driving while intoxicated. Alas, when he arrived, the police noticed
that he was drunk, too.

During the 1970s, when the economy of the unincorporated community at the end of FM 2918, River’s
End, Texas, was booming due to
the success of the local shrimping
industry. There were several popular
“watering holes” that sprang up to
accommodate the local populace.
Donise Howard (affectionately
known as “Granny”) managed or
worked in many of these places.
She was a popular fixture back then
and loved parties.
She especially enjoyed celebrating her own birthdays, which gained
her local notoriety.
In 1971, Granny was managing
the Red Barn at River’s End when
her birthday rolled around. That
year, she received a “surprise”
party, complete with a talented,
young “up-and-coming” singer, who
was brought down as the party’s
entertainment.
Years later, the entire world would
recognize that singer, and the state
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of Texas would acclaim him as a
“living legend.”
Another old-timer, Thomas Laird,
recalled one night in the 1970s
when he and his wife and two other
couples went to the Red Barn to
hear a singer of the popular song,
“On the Road Again.” Mr. Laird
wrote a check for the cover charge
for all 3 couples to … Willie Nelson.
Laird still has the countersigned
canceled check today – it’s in his
will.
In the stories of our lives, fate
takes many twists and turns. Since
“Granny’s” 1971 birthday party, the

destiny of River’s End faded due
to the river mouth’s silting in and
the shrimp fleet’s dissemination to
better ports, while Willie’s shooting
star brought him world fame and
fortune.
But did you know that one of the
first rungs on Willie’s ladder of success was entertaining one summer
at River’s End honky-tonks in southwestern Brazoria County?
(Jan wants to hear from you.
Write her in care of The Bulletin.
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com.
Snail mail: The Bulletin, PO Box
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)

FUN FACTS ABOUT WILLIE NELSON
• Willie Nelson wrote his first song at age seven. While other kids were
still struggling to keep inside the lines of their coloring books, Nelson was
composing music.
• Before he became a full-time musician in the mid-1950s, Nelson worked
as a cotton picker (a gig he began as a child, working alongside his grandmother), disc jockey, and a Bible salesman.
• In 1972, Nelson paid $14,000 to buy out his contract so that he could
retire to Austin. He then changed his mind.

Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
STORY TELLING ROBOT
Q. Once upon a time, researchers dreamed of building a robot
storyteller that would help children
learn language. “This dream has
come true,” reports “New Scientist”
magazine. How so?
A. Developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Tega
is a cute, fluffy bot that “sounds like
a child, animates its body and face
while storytelling, and illustrates the
tales on a screen,” says the magazine’s Donna Lu. Over eight weeks,
67 children, aged 4-6, were involved
in the trial, divided into three groups.
In the personalized group, Tega
asked questions to gauge the
children’s comprehension, quizzed
them on a word’s meaning, and
recorded their facial expression
and body position. At the end of a
book, the children retold the story,
after which Tega selected the next
interesting book.
Preliminary findings: Both groups
that interacted with Tega had
improved vocabularies, but the personalized group learned the most,
with their error rate on a test dropping 23%, almost double that of the
non-personalized group. The control
group showed almost no change.
Pilot programs with Tega are

now planned for schools in Atlanta
and Boston, hoping to address
early gaps in ability. As team leader
Cynthia Breazeal says, “If a child
doesn’t start kindergarten ready
to learn, it is very difficult and very
expensive for them to catch up.”
MEANING OF EPONYMS
Q. Word lovers, you know
eponyms are words coined after
people, real or imagined. Achilles,
Hermes, Midas, Socrates have
each had their names eponymized
multiple times. Do you know the
meanings of “achillize,” “herm,”
“Midas-eared” and “Socratic irony”?
A. For “achillize,” the story goes
that after the Greek hero learns of
his friend Patroclus’s death at the
hands of Hector, he chases the killer
around the wall of Troy three times
and further, causes great carnage
among the Trojans, says Anu Garg
on his Wordsmith.org website.
“Achillize,” then, means to chase
or to harass. Hermes also comes
from Greek mythology -- messenger
of the gods and himself the god of
roads, boundaries, commerce and
more. A “herm” is a square pillar
topped with a bust, perhaps used as
a boundary marker.
Besides “the Midas touch” of
gold, it is said that Apollo turned
Midas’s ears into donkey ears for
suggesting that Apollo’s musical
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rival played better music. Hence,
being “Midas-eared” is having
poor judgment or being unable
to appreciate something. Finally,
“Socratic irony” is named after the
Greek philosopher, who employed
this method in discourse, professing
ignorance to elicit clarity or expose
another’s misconceptions.
EARTH’S SUPER PLANTS
Q. They’re plants but without
roots and leaves, can grow 100 feet
long or exist as microbial cyanobacteria that can live not only in hot
springs but even under Antarctic ice.
A nontoxic cyanobacteria “superfood” rich in proteins, vitamins and
minerals might be in your breakfast
smoothie or have found its way into
your dessert, via gelatinous additives that thicken ice cream, jellies
and more. On a global scale, they
produce at least half the oxygen
in Earth’s atmosphere, converting
carbon dioxide during photosynthesis. What are these mystery plants?
A. They’re algae, whether red
or blue-green, or kelp, phytoplankton, seaweed or spirulina,
reports algae-eating Erika Carlson
in “Discover” magazine. The dark
side of cyanobacteria, or bluegreen algae, is their association
with dangerous algal blooms that
can sicken humans and animals.
“Human-caused climate change
may be making toxic plankton
blooms more common and more
severe as the oceans warm….”
Also, fertilizer runoff after Hurricane
Irma in 2017 “might partly explain a
long-lived catastrophic red tide that
subsequently struck Florida’s west
coast, killing fish, sea turtles and
manatees.”
And, Carlson explains, early effort
to stake claims in a “green” rush to
replace fossil fuels with living algae
in sustainable biofuel production
“has yet to pan out.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

DID YOU KNOW?

• Willie Nelson has been playing
Trigger, his beloved guitar, since
1969.
• Willie Nelson’s 1980 hit, “On
The Road Again,” was written
aboard an airplane – on a barf bag
on an aeroplane with Jerry Schatzberg, who was the director of the
movie “Honeysuckle Rose.”
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Leaving the green world meant entering the real world
(Continued from Page 1)

gage and our long faces.
For some reason, the bus ride
back to the stinking city was longer
than the ride to the green world.
And quieter. After three months of
being employed in a summer camp,
where life was simple and a lot of
fun, we faced the end of the endless
summer.
We made a lot of friends and had
a lot of fun. We were all teen-agers,
employed at different tasks that
were easy and simple. We spent
many nights at the Pizza Barn,
hitchhiking into town, sitting on the
sandy beach lakefront at nights by
the fire, grilling hot dogs.
It was a teenager’s dream world.
There was no rich or poor. Everybody lived under the same conditions in bunks, except for the owner
and camp director, who lived with
his family in a chalet.
There was no TV except for a
small black and white set in the staff
lounge, and no radio if you didn’t
bring one.
I took one with me each year, a
small AM/FM transistor GE radio
that stopped working after a dozen
or so years. Then I went on eBay
and found one just like it – even the
same color. I still have that clone,
and it is still working.
Many of the older rich kids
brought their portable turntables

The Bulletin is good for your business.
Call (979) 849-5407.
Shop Locally First

– which at that time were not all that
portable – and some good records,
so there was plenty of music to be
heard around the bunk area.
We didn’t care about what time
it was after completing our work.
We didn’t care about what day it
was. On many days we had no idea
– Sunday and Monday were similar.
There were many weeks still left.
I experienced this setting for
seven years. We bent the rules
some, but not to the point of getting
in trouble. What we had was just
too good to ruin with some stupid
mistake. But we were not perfect
angels, either.
It was not reality, but a world
created from the imagination of the
owner, who had a pretty good time
making money doing exactly what
he wanted. We were the needed
tools to make it happen and were
rewarded with the same life as the
campers, except we had jobs.
We were summer escape artists,
hiding from the real world for a
while, coming in touch with it only
on occasion.
“Turn up the radio,” I said in the
car as we headed back to camp
one afternoon. “I think they said that
Nixon just resigned.”
That was big news. But what
was even bigger at camp was that
we were getting ready for the staff
soccer game against another camp

– we lost, as expected.
We didn’t really care that much.
We were in the green world, and it
seemed summer would never end.
But it did, on that day at the bus
station, as we waited with tickets in
hand for the bus to turn the corner.

Let us show you how a comprehensive cross-media advertising
package can help your business.
Call (979) 849-5407.
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Apples are nature’s own medicine, but don’t shoot them
(Continued from Page 1)

exterior before consuming my
apple? Will washing kill the “some”
we want, and what about those
other nefarious bacteria lurking on
there? What about the stories of
insecticides on apples? Was William
Tell ahead of his time, killing those
dreaded apples before they had the
opportunity for those not among the
“some” bacteria to do him in?
But at least William Tell was a
good shot, although I would have
used a stick or dummy rather than
my son’s head to put the apple on.
That is more risk than a normal
person would take.

I worry about these things, and
then there is the core.
The news also reported that the
apple core contained some more
beneficial bacteria and that we
should eat the core. I also know
that apple seeds contain amygdalin,
which, when chewed, can release
a small amount of cyanide. I am not
certain, but I feel that any cyanide
in my diet would not be beneficial;
then again maybe that’s just me.
I researched some more. Two
hundred apple seeds or 20 apple
cores would probably be fatal. I
feel certain that I wouldn’t eat 20
apples a day (even if I were starv-

ing on an island full of apple trees).
Maybe one a day to keep the
doctor away.
I also discovered that obese
rats fed a diet of ground apples
and apples juice lost weight. I’m
not sure how that applies to me (I
know; I know the obese part), and
I’m not asking anyone’s opinion on
the rat part.
The only person I know who ate
the entire apple, core and all, was
my dear departed friend, Dr. Ben
Weiner. He also on occasion ate
the cheese cloth on cheese if we
didn’t remove it before giving it to
him. I don’t know if that would have

disqualified him as a test subject.
Eating apples, it seems, before
a meal reduced calories consumed
and led to weight loss and lower
cholesterol. Would this work in a
pie? We’ll have to give it a try.
I can only assume that giving
apple slices to toddlers is a good
thing: high fiber, low sugar. I don’t
feel that giving them apple cores
would be a good thing. From the
aspect of chewing without many

teeth, and then there are those
dreaded seeds.
I do think it would be more beneficial to give them an apple slice
than a cell phone. Although kids
these days could just find an apple
app on their phone.
(Send comments by
email to editor John Toth at
john.bulletin@gmail.com. Or send
regular mail to The Bulletin, P.O.
Box 2426, Angleton, TX 77516)
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Back to school safety check list

From the National Safety Council

Whether children walk, ride their
bicycle, or take the bus to school, it
is extremely important that they take
proper safety precautions. Here are
some tips to make sure your child
safely travels to school:
Walking to school
Review your family’s walking
safety rules and practice walking to
school with your child.
• Walk on the sidewalk, if one is
available; when on a street with no
sidewalk, walk facing the traffic.
• Before you cross the street, stop
and look left, right, and left again to
see if cars are coming.
• Make eye contact with drivers
before crossing and always cross
streets at crosswalks or intersections.

• Stay alert and avoid distracted
walking.
Riding a bicycle to school
Teach your child the rules of the
road and practice riding the bike
route to school with your child.

• Ride on the right side of the
road, with traffic, and in single file.
• Come to a complete stop before
crossing the street; walk bikes
across the street.
• Stay alert and avoid distracted
riding.

• Your child should always wear
a properly fitted helmet and bright
clothing.
Riding the bus to school
Teach your children school bus
safety rules and practice with them.
• Go to the bus stop with your
child to teach them the proper way
to get on and off the bus.
• Teach your children to stand six
feet (or 3 giant steps) away from the
curb.
• If your child must cross the
street in front of the bus, teach him
or her to walk on the side of the
road until they are 10 feet ahead
of the bus; your child and the bus
driver should always be able to see
each other.
Driving your child to school
Stay alert and avoid distracted
driving:
• Obey school zone speed limits
Every fall, over 55 million children across the United States head
back to school. With 13 percent of
those children typically walking or
biking to their classes, AAA warns
drivers to be especially vigilant
before and after school hours.

and follow your school’s drop-off
procedure.
• Make eye contact with children
who are crossing the street.
School Safety
Many school-related injuries are
completely preventable. Follow
these steps to ensure your child’s
safety at school.
Preventing backpack-related
injuries
Choose a backpack for your child
carefully; it should have ergonomically designed features to enhance
safety and comfort.
• Ask your child to use both straps

when wearing their backpack to
evenly distribute the weight on their
shoulders.
• Don’t overstuff a backpack; it
should weigh no more than 5 to 10
percent of your child’s body weight.
• Rolling backpacks should be
used cautiously since they can
create a trip hazard in crowded
school hallways.
Preventing playground-related
injuries
To reduce strangulation hazards
on playgrounds, have your child
leave necklaces and jackets with
drawstrings at home.

When schools open
Angleton ISD
Monday, August 19
www.angletonisd.net
Angleton Christian School
Wednesday, Aug. 14
www.angletonchristian.org
Alvin ISD
Thursday, August 15
www.alvinisd.net
Brazosport ISD
Wednesday, August 14
www.brazosportisd.net
Brazosport Christian School
Wednesday, Aug. 14
www.1bcs.org
Columbia-Brazoria ISD
Wednesday, August 21
www.cbisd.com

Damon ISD
Monday, August 26
www.damonisd.net
Danbury ISD
Thursday, August 15
www.danburyisd.org
Our Lady Queen of Peace
Tuesday, Aug. 13
www.olqpschool.org
Sweeny ISD
Thursday, August 15
www.sweenyisd.org
Pearland ISD
Thursday, August 15
www.pearlandisd.org
Brazosport College and Alvin
Community College - Both start
classes on Monday, Aug. 26.
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Backpack buddies provides needed nutrition for area’s children
By B.A. Belthoff
The Bulletin

Life is better with a buddy, and for
some children in Brazoria County,
the Dream Center is one of their
besties. The Brazoria County Dream
Center Backpack Buddies Program
is a year-round initiative that started
in 2009. The Center provides children from low-income homes with
backpacks filled with nutritional food
to take home from school, so they
have healthy food to eat over the
weekend when they might otherwise
go without.
In 10 years, participation has
multiplied from one school with 30
children to 30 schools in six school
districts serving 450 students per
week. And that’s every week of the
year, not just the school calendar
year.
Providing this massive quantity
of food on a yearly basis requires
many hands and a lot of organization. Just doing the math of 450 students for three days in a weekend,
times three meals a day, times 52

weeks a year, and it seems Brazoria
County Dream Center Executive
Director Terri Willis has cornered
the market on the latter. She credits
the help of sponsors, such as the
United Way of Brazoria County,
and the help of local businesses to
make it all happen. “All these events
require lots of organization and lots
of people.” And she’s grateful for
every single one of them.
Children are identified by teachers, counselors and the school
nurse. There are four signs of malnutrition. (See inset to right.) Proper
nutrition is a requirement for brain
and academic development. “If a
child meets the criteria, then they’re
in the program,” Willis says. “When
a child has proper nutrition, they are
less fidgety and less distracted in
class. Because they are not searching for food, they can focus on their
[class] work.”
The Houston Foodbank has a
similar program, but all the backpacks provide the same types of
food. Because residents of each

school district in Brazoria County
have unique needs, such as some
don’t have microwaves to heat
food, while others lack electricity.
Willis is sensitive to provide the right
types of food to meet the diverse
needs of a child’s home setting.
She stressed that the backpacks
are filled with foods rich in protein,
not high in carbohydrates, because
protein is a brain food. Foods like
fruits, vegetables, oatmeal, peanut
butter-filled snacks, protein bars,
and milk are all foods that are filling
and will support growth and brain
health. If they know a child comes
from a home without electricity,
they will include shelf-stable milk,
because it doesn’t require refrigeration.
During the holidays, children
within the Buddy Program are given
what is called double bags. Larger
boxes of cereal, peanut butter and
jelly, mac and cheese, beans and
rice, large cans of ravioli – larger
quantities of everything – to help
support the family as well.
Over the summer, the Dream
Center partners with local Boys
and Girls Clubs to provide meal
assistance for children from low- to
moderate-income families. The
Dream Center fills the weekend gap
by providing backpack meals for
550 children.
Where does all this food come
from? The center purchases the
food with the help of sponsors and
local businesses. Willis explained
they do this so they can meet
the unique needs of each child
in every school. In addition, each
school conducts a food drive. Some
have tuna drives while others may
choose peanut butter or cereal
for the theme of their food drive.
She encourages participation by
everyone.
“Even the smallest donation can
make a big difference,” she reminds
us. By bringing just one can of tuna
to a food drive, it will provide a meal
for someone else. “You can even
hold a food drive, yourself, and
bring what you collect to the center.”
She promises the food will not go to
waste.
Bring any food donations to
the center, located at 792 S. Hwy
288-B, Clute. If you’d like more
information on the program, email
suzi@bcdreamcenter.org
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Xtreme Hummingbird Xtravanganza
The Gulf Coast Bird Observatory in Lake Jackson
will be hosting its annual Hummingbird Festival on
Sept.14 and 21.
This family friendly event features live hummingbird
banding performed by experts, nature-themed booths,
live animals on display, kid’s activities, informative and
entertaining talks, and the chance to shop our native
plant store and gift shop.
Taking place during the peak of Ruby-throated
Hummingbird migration, this is a great opportunity to
see these incredible birds up close and in the hand.
Learn all about their adaptations and get a great look
at their beautiful plumage.
You can also choose to “Adopt a Hummer” for the
opportunity to sit next to the bander as they work and
release your hummingbird once it’s banded! Snacks
and drinks will also be available for purchase.
The Xtreme Hummingbird Xtravaganza will run rain
or shine at the Gulf Coast Bird Observatory, from 8
a.m. to noon. The observatory is located at 299 Hwy.
332 West, Lake Jackson. Adult tickets cost $4 each;
kids 12 and under are free. Call (979) 480-0999 for
more information.

Scheduled Classes
Aug. 24; Sept. 7, 21
9am - 3pm

Many activities, including live animal exhibits,
will be at the Gulf Coast Bird Observatory’s
Hummingbird Festival on Sept. 14 and 21.
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Brazoria County Library System

SIMPLY E: THE LIBRARY E-READER APP
LIBRARY EBOOKS MADE EASY
Now available in the app stores. Check out and read or listen
to ebooks and audio books from Cloud Library, Odilo and
RBDigital in just three steps.

AUGUST 24

Try us out for a month, and you’ll agree that
advertising in The Bulletin is good for your
business. Call (979) 849-5407.
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Family Fun Night turns out to be actually warm – and fun
By Jase Graves

Special to The Bulletin

When I was dating my wife (and
still pretending to be charming),
I once suggested we grab an old
blanket, purchase a generous
supply of processed lunchmeat and
go on a picnic. In my romantic desperation, I had apparently forgotten
that we live in East Texas, where
being outside anytime between the
months of April and December is
likely to involve projectile sweating
and a raging case of chiggers.
Based on this experience, you
can imagine my skepticism when we

were invited to an outdoor “Family
Fun Night” at my daughters’ school
on a recent summer evening, which
is also prime hunting season for our
local mosquitoes that are roughly
the size of Air Force One.
I was especially concerned that
the invitation encouraged us to
“bring a blanket.” I’ve now come to
believe that the only good reason to
have a blanket outside is to cover
myself in the morning so I don’t
have to put on pants while waiting
for the dogs to make dead spots on
the front lawn.
Despite these reservations, my

youngest daughter was excited
about seeing her school friends
after missing them for an entire
month, so I was determined to make
the best of it - and earn some “I
love you, even though you’re really
grumpy and make rude noises” dad
points.
My two older daughters were
conveniently “busy” that evening
with their own friends, scorching
my credit cards and overdosing on
caramel macchiatos at a local coffee
shop that I should own by now.
When we arrived at the event
venue (the school parking lot and
adjacent playground), I was pleasantly surprised to be greeted by a
covered pavilion with tables and
chairs accompanied by succulent
clouds of grilled hamburger smoke
wafting in my direction.
All was not lost! We wouldn’t
have to use that darned blanket and
eat on the ground. All I needed now
was some central air conditioning,
a recliner, my remote control and
enough privacy to scratch in peace.
Shortly after our arrival, there
was an announcement that the food
was ready. This was getting better
and better, and I only knocked over
a couple of folks (namely my wife
and daughter) making my way to
the front of the line. The only bad
part about being first in line was
that once I sat down with my food,

all of those other slowpokes had to
walk past me, ogling my burger and
moving their mouths in time with my
chewing while they waited their turn.
After the burgers, we headed
over to the snow cone booth for a
dessert item that always manages
to run down the back of my arm and
drip from my elbow. But these were
no ordinary snow cones. They were
the fancy designer type with names
like Lemon Bloom, Sweet Sunshine
and Yeti Droppings.
I chose one with a delicious mix
of flavors described as “Juiced Pineapple and Cream of Coconut.” I did
take issue with the official name of
this flavor, though, especially when
the dude taking my money shouted,
“Get this man a HoneyMoon!”
My youngest daughter’s favorite

parts of the event were the water
activities, including a dunking booth
and one of those giant inflatable
water slides. After every kid there
had gone through them about a
hundred times each, the water in
both ended up looking a lot like a
Yoo-hoo chocolate beverage. And
since we didn’t get the memo about
bringing a towel or a swimsuit, we
took most of the urchin runoff home
with us in the car.
Family Fun Night turned out to be
a lot of fun after all, and our daughter had a blast. So let me encourage
you and your family to make some
sandwiches, spread out a blanket,
and have your own family fun night.
Just remember to crank up the
A/C and keep the remote control
handy.
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When Mexico shook, journalism shined at the Houston Post
(Continued from Page 1)

the Toronto Sun, was in town to
check out their new acquisition. The
newsroom was going to be under
the microscope.
Shortly after 9 a.m., wire services
began moving bulletins about an 8.0
earthquake in Mexico City.
I convened a meeting of department heads to discuss options. I
reminded them about the board of
directors and that when the Toronto
Sun purchased the Post it promised
excellent color photography and
aggressive news reporting. The
pressure was on.
The problem: No photographs
were moving from Mexico City, and
details were sparse.
We considered paying several
thousand dollars and chartering a
private jet to fly a photographer to
Mexico City.
That posed journalistic risks.
Would the jet be allowed to land
in Mexico City?
Even if allowed to land, could the
photographer move around to take
pictures?
Could he fly to Mexico City, take
pictures, come back, and process
his film (not digital yet) in time for
the next morning’s paper?
At that point, we didn’t even know
if the damage was bad enough to
warrant spending thousands of dollars on the trip.

We decided to roll the dice and
go for it. We were warned, however,
there would be little chance of communication with the photographer
during his flight.
Next, we had to arrange space
for the photographs, if we got any.
Contrary to what readers may think,
the size of a paper each day is
generally determined by the amount
of ads, not the amount of news. It is
a business, after all.
I convinced the new owners to
take a chance, and we ordered two
more pages without ads to pay for
them. This was going to cost several
thousand dollars more.
I now had chartered a flight that
might not get to Mexico City and
ordered up extra news space to
display pictures I wasn’t sure I
would get.
As evening arrived and deadlines
approached, it became clear that
the magnitude of the quake made
it worth our efforts. (The final toll
would be at least 5,000 dead, 412
collapsed buildings and another
3,124 heavily damaged.)
But we still had no pictures and
hadn’t heard from our photographer. It was a tense situation, made
worse by members of the board
of directors popping into my office
asking if we had pictures yet.
The press room started pressuring us to let them start the presses
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… without pictures from Mexico.
We stalled them and were just about
to admit defeat when word came
that our photographer was only 20
minutes out from Hobby Airport.
Several hours later, well after 2
a.m., I remember walking out of the
Houston Post building carrying a
newspaper with two full pages of
dramatic pictures from Mexico.
It turns out we were the only
paper in the country with such a
full display of pictures. For weeks,
those pictures were used by other
major newspapers, with credit given
to the Houston Post.
It had been an 18-hour shift filled
with challenges, tension, public
service, the unknown and, finally,
success.
You gotta love it.
(Ernie Williamson welcomes
reader input. Please contact Ernie
at williamsonernie@gmail.com)
LEGAL NOTICE
Application has been made with
the Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for a Mixed Beverage
Permit (MB), Late Hours Permit
(LB) and Beverage Cartage Permit
(PE), by Mass Enterprise LLC,
Managing Member, Jason Andrew
Mass, operating as Pelican’s At
Surfside Beach, to be located at,
30 Surf Drive Surfside Beach, Brazoria County, Texas.

If you enjoy reading The Bulletin weekly, please
tell a friend about us and pick up an extra copy.
Let our advertisers know you saw their ad in The
Bulletin. To advertise, call 979-849-5407.
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SIDELINE CHATTER

By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

Best place to rent
Scottsdale, Ariz., beat out
Overland Park, Kan., and Bismarck,
N.D., for the title of 2019 Best Place
to Rent in America, according to
WalletHub.com.
Considering the Mariners have
already churned through 57 players
— including 37 pitchers — this
season, we’d have guessed Seattle.
Show them the money
Jaguars CB Jalen Ramsey
— dropping a big hint that he’s not
happy with his contract — arrived at

SPORTS STORIES YOU MAY HAVE MISSED

training camp in an armored bank
truck. Cowboys RB Ezekiel Elliott,
not to be outdone, reportedly plans
to show as soon as he can line up a
Salvation Army kettle.
Good seats still available
Warriors fan Trevor Laub says he
sneaked into courtside seats for 29
games at Oracle Arena last season.
Or as he’s now known in the Bay
Area, The Crash Brother.
No-hit alert
The Mariners are hosting Vegan
Night on Aug. 6. For one night, at
least, they’ll have a good excuse if
there’s no meat in the batting order.

Based on the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham

Atheists have it wrong: There is a God

Q: Someone told me I was an
atheist because I’m not sure God
exists. I think I am more of a skeptic because the Bible doesn’t seem
relevant; which is true? - A.U.
A: Atheists say they do not
believe in God at all, while an
agnostic is not sure whether or not
God exists.
Skeptics attack the Bible and
retreat in confusion, agnostics
scoff at its teaching, but are
unable to produce an intellectually honest refutation. Atheists
have denied its validity, but must
surrender to its historical accuracy
and archaeological verification. A
distinguished anthropologist was
once asked if he had ever found a
tribe or group of people anywhere
in the world that did not believe
in God or in some type of higher
power. He admitted he had not.

Though he claimed to be an atheist, he reluctantly said that belief in
a divine power was universal.
Not only can we know that God
exists, but everyone can have a
personal relationship with Him.
God has not left us to wander
around guessing - God has shown
Himself to us through His Son
Jesus Christ. He came to us in
human flesh. He is the image of
the invisible God (Colossians 1:
15, 19). This was confirmed when
Jesus Christ was raised from the
dead by His Father in Heaven.
The privilege is ours to know
Him as our Savior. Don’t miss
the love of God by rejecting the
sacrifice His Son made for us on
the cross of Calvary.
He has done everything
necessary to remove the barriers
between God and humanity. Those
who believe in His name have
been given the right to become the
children of God (John 1:12).
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

He’s throwing heat
Angels center fielder Mike Trout
pegged a Dodger runner out at the
plate with a 261-foot throw clocked
at 98.6 mph. Or as he prefers to call
it, entrance velocity.
Legalized hooky
Students in Oregon can now take
“mental health days” as excused
absences, just like sick days.
Arizonans had something similar
last year — better known as the
Mondays following Cardinals
games.
Talking the talk
— 14-year-old Jake Lavine, to the
Chicago Tribune, on why he’s not a
fan of the White Sox extending their
protecting netting all the way out to
the foul poles: “I’m more of an oldschool guy, to be honest.”
— Washington State football
coach Mike Leach, to ESPN, when
asked how he’d like to be remembered when his obituary is written:
“Well, that’s their problem … What
do I care? I’m dead.”
Quote, end quote
— John Breech of
CBSsports.com, after Vikings
corner Holton Hill was hit with his
second four-game NFL suspension
in four months: “Hill called his first
suspension a ‘learning experience,’
but based on the fact that he got
suspended again, it’s not clear what
exactly he learned.”
— Tigers outfielder Nicholas
Castellanos, to reporters, on tradedeadline rumors: “Why care? I can’t
control it. Why care if one day my
hair is going to turn gray if I can’t
control it? I don’t know if that analogy makes any sense, but it popped
into my head.”
— Jim Barach of Jokes
ByJim.blogspot.com, on Dodger
Stadium set to undergo a $100 million renovation: “Or they could just
use that cash to sign another three
pitchers.”

LEGAL NOTICE
Application has been made with
the Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for a Mixed Beverage
Permit (MB), Late Hours Permit
(LB) and Beverage Cartage Permit
(PE), by Depriest & Cruz LLC,
Managing Members, Robert Allen
Depriest Jr. and Daniel Cruz, operating as 10 Pin Entertainment, to
be located at 1040 S. Velasco
Angleton, Brazoria County, Texas
77515.

Friends of the NRA plan fund-raising
dinner, auction Aug. 24 at fairgrounds
The upcoming Brazoria County Friends of NRA event will be August 24
at the BCFA auditorium. The event will feature a steak dinner, cash bar,
auction, games and raffles.
Every ticket purchased will be entered into a drawing for a Henry
Repeating Arms .22 MAG Friends of NRA 25th Anniversary Edition. Every
table purchased is entered into a drawing for a Kimber Pro-Carry Team 2A
.45 ACP. There are many other table packages available.
Tickets may be purchased from Sarah Lamb, 979-319-5950.
lamb.sarah1936@gmail.com
Friends of NRA is the blockbuster fundraising program under the NRA
Foundation. Since day one, it has been a 100 percent grassroots effort
fueled by a united front to secure the Second Amendment and raise money
for the shooting sports.
These key events support thousands of local, state and national program
such as women-focused clinics, law enforcement training, hunter safety,
range improvement, firearms and marksmanship training and safety.
Friends of NRA events boil down to one goal – fundraising for the future
of the shooting sports. Since its inception in 1992, Friends of NRA has
held close to 20,000 events, reached over 4.1 million attendees and raised
more than $740 million for The NRA Foundation, a 501 (c)(3) charitable
organization. The NRA Foundation provides critical funding to educational
firearm programs, Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation has funded
42,000 grants, becoming America’s leading charitable organization in the
support of shooting sports.
Every year, The NRA Foundation returns half of all Friends of NRA net
proceeds back into the state in which it was raised. Friends of NRA volunteers are appointed to State Fund Committees who then make recommendations on how the local grant funding is dispersed. The other half is
used to fund projects similar to those on the local and state levels but with
a national scope. In 2019, Friends of NRA awarded grants to six groups in
Brazoria County. Each one of these grants will be recognized at this year’s
event.
Friends of NRA is a grassroots fundraising program that fosters community involvement to organize and, with help from NRA field staff, plan
community events for firearms enthusiasts. All net proceeds from Friends
of NRA events are allocated to The NRA Foundation, the leading charitable
organization in support of the shooting sports. Through NRA Foundation grants for equipment, training materials, range improvements, and
more, qualified local, state, and national programs receive aid to involve
and inspire a new generation of competitive shooters. Learn more about
Friends of NRA at www.friendsofnra.org.
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Bulletin Horoscope
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obligations.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take the
path win-win compromise. Trying to
impose your will is likely to be met
with opposition so look for ways to
create a satisfactory solution. You’ll
be at your best when employing
your imagination and ingenuity.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): No
one can carry the whole weight of
the world on their shoulders. You’ll
be running in perpetual circles if
you try to please everyone in the
upcoming week. Choose carefully
how to spend your valuable time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22.):
Waste not, want not. A conservative approach to possessions and
finances may lead you to recycle
what is still useful or rein in careless
spending. Don’t allow jealousy to
skew your judgment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Happy bees make the sweetest
honey. A fun and enjoyable environment is always more conducive to
achieving success with a project or
endeavor. Keeping your sense of
humor should be the rule this week.
Smile!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Take a deep breath. If you
find that you are getting in over
your head, you may want to take a
break and recharge your batteries
or choose easier-to-attain goals.
Giving into casual whims is not
advisable now.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Sometimes less is more. Handle
delicate situations carefully and
tactfully this week since pushing too
hard could end up causing unintended consequences. An objective,
subtle and measured approach
works best.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Go at your own pace. Trying to keep
up with everyone else may only
wear you out so find the comfort
zone that works for you and stick
with it. Set healthy boundaries and
uphold them.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Take
all the time you need. Don’t allow
someone to limit your options by
pressuring you to make a quick
decision. Seek out alternative solutions or do some research to find
the best choice for you.

History of the World On This Day
AUGUST 13
Present-day Mexico City was
captured by Spanish conqueror
Hernando Cortez from the Aztec
Indians.
1792 - French revolutionaries
took the entire French royal family
and imprisoned them.
1784 - The United States
Legislature met for the final time in
Annapolis, MD.
AUGUST 14
1248 - The rebuilding of the
Cologne Cathedral in Cologne, Germany, began after being destroyed
by fire.
1880 - The Cologne Cathedral in
Cologne, Germany was completed
after 632 years of rebuilding.
1896 - Gold was discovered in
Canada’s Yukon Territory. Within
the next year, more than 30,000
people rushed to the area to look
for gold.
AUGUST 15
1057 - Macbeth, the King of
Scotland, was killed by the son of

King Duncan.
1877 - Thomas Edison wrote
to the president of the Telegraph
Company in Pittsburgh, PA. The
letter stated that the word, “hello”
would be a more appropriate greeting than “ahoy” when answering the
telephone.
1935 - Will Rogers and Wiley
Post were killed in an airplane
crash near Point Barrow, AK.
AUGUST 16
1777 - During the American
Revolutionary War, the Battle
of Bennington took place. New
England’s minutemen routed the
British regulars.
1812 - Detroit fell to Indian and
British troops in the War of 1812.
1861 - U.S. President Lincoln
prohibited the Union States from
trading with the states of the Confederacy.
AUGUST 17
1790 - The capital city of the U.S.
moved to Philadelphia from New
York City.

1894 - John Wadsworth of
Louisville set a major league record
when he gave up 28 base hits in a
single game.
AUGUST 18
1587 - Virginia Dare became the
first child to be born on American
soil of English parents. The colony
that is now Roanoke Island, NC,
mysteriously vanished.
1735 - The “Evening Post” of
Boston, MA, was published for the
first time.
AUGUST 19
1812 - “Old Ironsides” (the USS
Constitution) won a battle against
the British frigate Guerriere east of
Nova Scotia.
1848 - The discovery of gold in
California was reported by the New
York Herald.
1917 - Team managers John
McGraw and Christy Matthewson
were arrested for breaking New
York City’s blue laws. The crime
was their teams were playing baseball on Sunday.

Jumbles: CAGEY RODEO DIVINE PUCKER
Answer: The rooster would have to wait to eat because there was a -- PECKING ORDER

ARIES (Mar 21-Apr. 19): Do
what comes naturally and easily
to you. Participate in activities that
allow you to utilize your areas of
expertise even it something else
is vying for your attention. Trying
something new and different should
wait a day or two.
TAURUS (Apr. 20-May 20):
It may be easier just to do it all
yourself. Taking on a partner for a
project may prove to be more of a
hindrance than a help. Fly solo, and
you won’t waste valuable time sorting out differing opinions on the best
course of action.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Focus on quality not quantity. Doing
one task well will hold far more
value than doing several just-average jobs. Concentrate on getting
the details right, and you’ll have a
product to take pride in.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Courage is being afraid but going
ahead anyway. You may need to
muster your inner confidence to
progress through difficult situations
this week, but you are up to the
task. Check calendar reminders for
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

23 Pisa possessive
24 Recording device
25 Musicians given to tippling?
28 Writer LeShan
29 Is next to
31 Sergeant Bilko, to friends
32 Tapestry thread
33 Saturn models
34 Set of data within an atmospheric
analysis?
40 Quarterback Tony
41 Swamplike

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Biblical seductress
2 Offered a view
3 Shoeless Joe Jackson portrayer in
“Field of Dreams”
4 Mother of Perseus
5 Marquis de __
6 Prefix with friendly
7 Product with a Simpsons set
8 Last Olds models
9 Andy Panda creator
10 Took charge
11 Two-run homer situation
12 Like “executrix,” e.g.
13 Old TV parts
18 Urban __
22 “Beauty is bought by judgement
of the __”: Shakespeare
25 Fit and muscular
26 Certain footrest
27 Verve
30 Quilting party
34 Math branch concerned with
surfaces
35 Rain forest region
36 Beyond slender
37 Former PBS “Mystery!” host
38 Extractable natural resource
39 Louisiana genre featuring the
accordion
40 Grain-based treat
43 “Understood, Cap’n”
44 His stories inspired “Guys and
Dolls”
45 Luck
46 Pet that needs a sitter?
47 Many Alaska maps
49 “__ non sufficit”: the world is not
enough
51 Outdo
54 Beltway VIPs
56 Put on
58 BOAC competitor
59 Storied cauldron stirrer
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

Solutions

SOLE TUNA CARP PIKE SHARK PERCH SMELT TROUT MARLIN

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

ACROSS
1 Talked into, with “on”
5 Calyx part
10 Typical artist’s apartment
14 Samoan capital
15 Amtrak option
16 Cabinet dept. formed under
Carter
17 Doughnut order from a king?
19 Fifty percent up front?
20 Recorded
21 GPS info
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42 Protection against Mr. Decay
Complete the grid so each row, column
Germ, in old ads
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
44 Continued violently
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
45 MDX Ö X
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
48 Occupants of a well-insulated
nest?
50 One of the Coen brothers
52 “10538 Overture” gp.
53 Ocean bird
54 Gets rid of
55 M’s favorite agent
57 How perfume is sold ... and this
puzzle’s title
60 Commercial exchange fee
61 Ames native
62 Future ENT’s exam
63 “You’ve Got Mail” co-star
64 Grabs
65 Turtles, sometimes
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HEALTH AND HOME

Here’s how to save money while keeping your cool Cold medicines are not for little kids

By Cindy Dampier

Chicago Tribune (TNS)

If you’re lucky, you’re already
avoiding the 100-plus degree
heat some areas are experiencing. But while you’re hiding from
the sun, your electric meter is
out there, whirring like a tiny
tornado, diligently toting up all
the energy it takes to keep you
cool. Don’t worry, the bill’s in the
mail.
“Days of 90-plus degrees
and high humidity are very high
energy use days and can lead

to occasional power outages,”
said Noah Horowitz, director of
the National Resources Defense
Council’s Center for Energy Efficiency Standards.
Here’s a refresher on how to
keep cool, keep the power on for
everyone, and keep that electric
bill low.
— Turn off what you can. “While
keeping comfortable and running
your AC,” Horowitz says, “be extra
careful to turn off things you aren’t
using and to delay washing your
clothes or running your dish-

washer till right before you go to
bed, when there is less electricity
demand on the system.”
— Seal the leaks. Remember
how you work to make sure drafts
don’t get through windows and
doors in the winter? Those same
cracks can allow cool air to escape
if you are using an air conditioner.
Installing weather stripping around
windows and doors is a yearround fix, but it can’t hurt to break
out the same draft catchers you
use at the bottom of your door or
on a drafty windowsill in winter.
— Use the ceiling fan. If you’ve
got one, set it to run counterclockwise so that it stirs the air and
pushes cold air back down to you.
Moving air around with any kind
of fan really does work. The wind
chill created actually increases
the rate at which heat is displaced
from your body.
— Be smart about the thermostat. The NRDC recommends a
programmable thermostat, so you
can easily set central air conditioning higher when away, but have
it work to lower the temperature
before you get back. “It’s O.K. to
crank up the air conditioning when
home,” says Horowitz, “but when
you aren’t going to be there, select
a set point around 78 degrees.”

By Marie McCullough

The Philadelphia Inquirer (TNS)

Experts agree that little kids,
especially babies, should not be
given over-the-counter cough and
cold medicines.
But studies have reached conflicting conclusions about whether doctors have been following or flouting
that guidance.
Now, a national study by Rutgers
University researchers suggests
doctors have curbed their use of
most, but not all, categories of
children’s cold remedies.
The study, published recently in
JAMA Pediatrics, analyzed data
from pediatric visits to hospital
emergency rooms, doctor’s offices,
and clinics to see how often physicians recommended cough and
cold medications — either by writing
prescriptions, providing the drugs,
or directing parents to buy drugstore
versions.
While it may be hard for parents
of sniffling children to accept, a
huge body of evidence shows that
over-the-counter cold remedies
don’t help and can occasionally be
harmful, leading to rapid heartbeats,
difficulty breathing and even death.
Between 2002 and 2015, doctors
recommended dramatically fewer
cough suppressants, cough expec-

torants, and decongestants, with
the number per 1,000 visits falling
from 38 to 15. But they recommended slightly more antihistamines; the number grew from 15
to about 19 per 1,000 visits.
“We were surprised to see that
antihistamines rose, since that is
not effective for colds,” said Daniel
B. Horton, the Rutgers pediatrician
and epidemiologist who led the
study. “But as a doctor and parent,
I understand the urge to want to
do something when a kid is sick.
It’s sometimes easy to forget that
colds are self-limiting conditions,
and the best medicine is time.”
Although the researchers did
not separate over-the-counter
products from prescription medications, they did break out cough
and cold medicines containing the
opioids codeine or hydrocodone.
Opioid products were infrequently
prescribed over the 14-year period
and usage had been shrinking
before last year, when the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration said
such medicines should be used
only by adults age 18 and older.

